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Centuries have passed since the realm of Faldionâ€™s last great war. All of the provinces live under
a tenuous peace agreement achieved through the magical domination of the immortal spirit sirens,
seven mysterious and formidable women with powers that bring them to the precipice of godhood.
Theyâ€™re soul bound to obey the commands of a few select mortals, living as weapons as much
as people. Only the One Master, Faldionâ€™s elusive and enigmatic patriarch, can match their
strength.Wars are started and ended by the sirens. Men are seduced and betrayed at their whim.
The realm hangs in a delicate balance with all of them leaning on the scale.Kai is just a simple slave
from a forgotten kingdom, trying to scrape out an existence while protecting his sole friend, Selene.
Through no intention of his own, he makes a discovery that will forever change the course of the
realmâ€™s history.WARNING: This book contains explicit sexual content, gratuitous violence, and
adult situations (including infidelity). Reader discretion is advised.
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I have to agree with the one star review. The "hero" is not just weak, not just unable to throw off the
slave mentality when he discovers an effective superweapon, but actually gets more and more

stupid with each page. After losing fight after fight, he more and more sternly insists he must do
everything himself without Sky's help or advice and manages to lose worse and worse until he gets
those he cares about most killed. He does deserve to die. He has not even the sense to kill himself
recognizing what a danger to his friends he is. He lives by this code to shirk all responsibility except
to this one slave girl, and gives up the ability to help all slaves (which he does care about) and/or
anyone else.I gave it two stars because my rule is if I finish it, it must be worth more than one star.
Rare exceptions. Almost made one for this book. But there is the character of Sky who is very
admirable, and an entire second plot which never touches the main plot. What is the point of that?
Are we to assume things get any better in the sequel? There is no sign of it.Oh, and by the way, it is
extremely pornographic. Actually, better than what's in most fantasy novels. But it is hard to enjoy
with this idiot going downhill. One thing that makes him so annoying is that he is so much like losers
in real life ... people who think they must do something, right now, which is obviously doomed to fail,
who think it might help to say "please" to an utterly evil villain, stuff like that.The author seems
competent - making the misfire of this novel doubly disappointing - and apparently is aiming for
some moral lesson about being good, but instead of good her hero is only stupid. There is a
difference.

wow was expecting a romp and got a full story i could sink my teeth into, i wont go into much details
as im not one to spill but the characters are well thought out and vibrant. only one thing in my mind
detracts from the over all story i would have liked a little more backround on the characters. But all
in all a great read worth every penny pick it up and try it out.

Enjoyed the story looking forward for the next installment

Free ARC for review. Had some difficulty following along with the story. Like there was a previous
story that explained things. Relationships, etc.

This book made me hope that the main character died every page. The book almost made me burn
my iPad.
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